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Definition 

 Explosive materials are chemicals or mixtures of
chemicals which, when suitably initiated,
decompose with the rapid formation of large
volumes of hot gases.

These gases can cause extremely high pressure if
the explosive is set off in a limited space.

 An explosive material may be a solid, liquid or
gelatinous substance.



Why study explosives? 

Explosives helped in the development of civilization.

 Used for re-creational purpose.

Their use help in security and safety of the people.

• Military use

 They are also used for destruction of humanity—

• Terrorism.

Explosives are one of the most innovative things known to man.



History of explosives 

668 A. D. "Greek-fire" used in battle.

850 A.D. Chinese invent gunpowder.

1200 A.D. Arabian author Abd Allah records use of saltpeter
as main ingredient of black powder.

1242 English Friar Roger Bacon publishes gunpowder
formula.

1380 German Franciscan Monk, Berthold Schwarts
developed gunpowder and its use in guns.

1675 First powder mill in U.S. constructed in Milton,
Massachusetts.

1750 American inventor Benjamin Franklin encases and
compresses powder in cartridges.



History of explosives 

• 1846 Italian chemist Ascanio Sobrero 

discovers nitroglycerine. 

• 1863 Wilbrand invents Trinitrotoluene (TNT).

• 1864 Swedish inventor Alfred Nobel develops 

first detonating blasting cap.

• 1866 Swedish chemist Alfred Nobel invents 

dynamite by mixing kieselguhr with 

nitroglycerine. 



• 1875 Nobel patents blasting gelatin.

• 1888 Nobel invents ballistite, a dense

smokeless powder.

1902, Detonating cord introduced in Europe.

1907, Consumption of black powder in U.S. 

more than 287 million pounds. 



1914, Fifty-one mile Panama Canal opens, largest 
engineering project to date  using more than 67 
million pounds of dynamite. 

1938, Modern PETN-filled fabric-covered 
detonating cord introduced in U.S.  

1940’s WWII drives propellant and explosives 
production. 

1990’s-present Current drive to develop 

“green” explosives, more stable combinations of 
existing explosives.



DEVELOPMENT  OF BLACK  POWDER

Guns apparently  first  came into use shortly  after  the  
death of Roger Bacon. 

When guns began to  be used, experiments were carried 
out for determining the  precise composition of the  
mixture which would produce  the  best  effect. 

One  notable  study,  made  at  Brussels about 1560,  led 
to the selection of a mixture containing saltpeter(KNO3) 
75 %, charcoal 15.62%,  and  sulfur 9.38%. 



John Bate early in the seventeenth century
understood the individual functions of the
three components of

black powder when he wrote: "The Saltpeter
is the Soule, the Sulphur the Life, and the
Coals the Body of it.”

The saltpeter supplies the oxygen for the
combustion of the charcoal, but the sulfur is
the life, for this inflammable element catches
the first fire, communicates it throughout the
mass, makes the powder quick, and gives it
vivacity.


